Student Directions

Read each conversation prompt below and role-play what you would say to **start a conversation**. Think about who you’re talking to, the **clue** you’re given about how they feel or the situation, and what you’ll say. Remember to “read people’s moods” to tell how someone is feeling. This can help you know how to start the conversation.

Question Prompts

1. Start a conversation with a classmate who you just noticed is carrying a book that you recently read and liked.

2. Start a conversation with your teacher on a Monday morning after the weekend.

3. Start a conversation with your sister when she comes home from soccer practice and looks upset.

4. Start a conversation with a friend who recently came back from a family vacation.

5. Start a conversation with your mom when you want to tell her about something funny that happened at school.

6. Start a conversation with your friend who looks tired and is closing their notebook.

7. Start a conversation with a classmate who you know got a new pet recently.

8. Start a conversation with your cousin about his summer plans. You know he always goes to a summer camp in July.
9. Start a conversation with your aunt who you see looking at her phone with an excited look.

10. Start a conversation with a classmate that sits next to you. You have a big test today, and she looks nervous.